The global burden of foodborne disease due to the presence of contaminating microorganisms remains high, despite some notable examples of their successful reduction in some instances. Globally, the number of species of micro-organisms responsible for foodborne diseases has increased over the past decades and as a result of the continued centralization of the food processing industry, outbreaks now have far reaching consequences. Gas plasmas offer a broad range of microbiocidal capabilities that could be exploited in the food industry and against which microbial resistance would be unlikely to occur. In addition to reducing the incidence of disease by acting on the microorganisms responsible for food spoilage, gas plasmas could also play a role in increasing the shelf-life of perishable foods and thereby reduce food wastage with positive financial and environmental implications. Treatment need not be confined to the food itself but could include food processing equipment and also the environment in which commercial food processing occurs. Moreover, gas plasmas could also be used to bring about the degradation of undesirable chemical compounds, such as allergens, toxins and pesticide residues, often encountered on foods and food-processing equipment. The literature on the application of gas plasmas to food treatment is beginning to reveal an appreciation that attention needs also to be paid to ensuring that the key quality attributes of foods are not significantly impaired as a result of treatment. A greater understanding of both the mechanisms by which micro-organisms and chemical compounds are inactivated, and of the plasma species responsible for this is forming. This is significant, as this knowledge can then be used to design plasma systems with tailored compositions that will achieve maximum efficacy. Better understanding of the underlying interactions will also enable the design and implementation of control strategies capable of minimizing variations in plasma treatment efficacy despite perturbations in environmental and operational conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to form a realistic and meaningful assessment of the potential that low temperature gas plasmas may have in the food industry, it is first necessary to provide a description of this particular sector and the factors that have shaped it in the recent past and determined its current form. Equally importantly, attention needs to be given to factors that have been identified as being likely to have an impact on its future.
The food industry in Western industrialized countries is increasingly becoming dominated by corporations with truly global reach. These are getting fewer in number through mergers and takeovers, and are therefore as a consequence becoming greater in size and influence. The principal advantage of this form of operation to the industry being of course, the classic one of economies of scale. However, as has been frequently pointed out, there are many aspects of the food industry which are not sustainable at a number of levels. For instance, it has become a major contributor to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, 1 one instrumental factor in this being the elongation of the food distribution network. Freedman and Bess quote estimates suggesting that the 'average food item' travels some 1,500 miles before reaching the consumer's plate. 2 Highly centralized food processing also presents increased risks in terms of the potential for causing food poisoning epidemics at national and even supra-national scales, both as a result of accidental and intentional contamination (i.e. bioterrorism). 3 The consequences of centralization of food processing operations to a smaller number of large scale facilities may be illustrated by a multistate epidemic caused by a batch of peanut butter contaminated by Salmonella that was used in the manufacture of crackers by the Kellogg Corporation in the USA. 4 Some 529 individuals in 43 states were rendered ill in 2008/2009 from this incident. Inevitably, the level of interdependence between these large food corporations is also growing, further increasing the risks. No example illustrates this better than the scandal which occurred in the UK in 2005 over the deliberate adulteration of chilli powder with the carcinogenic dye Sudan I in order to intensify its colour. The chilli powder was subsequently used in the formulation of a Worcester sauce condiment that itself came to be an ingredient in hundreds of individual food products.
Bacteria and viruses are the most common foodborne pathogens, accounting for 94% of the food poisoning cases in the USA, with the remainder attributed to both endogenous and exogenous chemical agents (5% of all cases) and to parasites such as protozoa, roundworms, and tapeworms (1% of all cases). 5 In terms of specific foodborne pathogens, however, national differences emerge and appear to be significant. outbreaks associated with leafy vegetables and dairy have increased.
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In order to make a significant impact towards reducing the burden of foodborne infections and disease, it would be both instructive and useful to consider what foods have emerged as being particularly susceptible as a consequence of the way in which they are produced and processed. Quested et al. claimed that meat and poultry were of 'central interest' to microbial food safety 10 a pronouncement endorsed by Gould et al. who also found that poultry, fish and beef were the most common commodities implicated in foodborne illness. 5 Fresh produce, whilst not contributing significantly to the burden of foodborne disease in England and Wales between 1996 and 2000 (from the data of Adak et al. 11 ), is nonetheless causing international concern; 10 with norovirus and leafy vegetables being identified as one of the most common pathogen-commodity pair in the USA between 1998 and 2008. Sprouted seeds described some 15 years ago as posing "international concern", 12 continue to present a very real threat. 13, 14 Beansprouts, for example, were responsible for the 2011 E. coli O104:H4 outbreak that originated in Germany and spread across 16 countries in Europe and North America affecting thousands of people of which 50 died and resulting in costs measured in the hundreds of millions of dollars.
Over the past two decades, research into novel non-thermal technologies having the capability to eliminate foodborne pathogens whilst overcoming the limitations of conventional high temperature and chemical approaches has intensified. Ultra high hydrostatic pressure processing, power ultrasound, pulsed electric fields, ozonation and irradiation have all been proposed. 20 In this work we concentrate on the potential of lowtemperature plasmas. The use of plasmas in the food industry is an emerging field and one that is rapidly gathering momentum. This is evidenced by the numbers of publications that have appeared on the subject of food decontamination with plasmas over the last two decades (Figure 1 ).
II. PLASMA SOURCES FOR FOOD TREATMENT
A wide variety of plasma sources have been investigated in recent years for the treatment of biotic materials, including seeds, foods and animal/human tissue. These plasma sources differ greatly in the electrical operating conditions used to generate the plasmas, the gases in which these are created and result in discharges of different characteristics. They can, for example, be generated at low-pressures 21, 22, 23, 24 or at atmospheric pressure 25, 26, 27 (see also Table 1 and Table 2 ). They can be generated over a range of frequencies that includes line frequencies (50/60Hz), 26, 28 low frequencies (kHz), 25, 29 radio-frequencies (MHz) 27, 37 and microwave frequencies (GHz). 24, 30, 31 Although in most instances the electric fields are coupled capacitively, use has also been made of inductively coupled plasmas. 21, 32 The types of discharges obtained can vary from gliding arcs, 29, 33 surface discharges, 34 volumetric discharges 26, 31 to plasma jets. 25, 35 They can be operated in air 26, 31 or other mixtures of gases. 21, 25 All of these plasma systems have demonstrated antimicrobial properties against a broad range of micro-organisms, including Gram-positive bacteria, Gram-negative bacteria, antibiotic resistant bacteria 36 , viruses 37 and fungi. 25 They have also been shown to inactivate both bacterial and fungal spores, 38 as well as micro-organisms existing within biofilms.
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The broad-spectrum antimicrobial capability that gas plasmas possess should make them of particular interest to the food industry, as a single technology could be used to counter the threat posed by both foodborne pathogens and spoilage micro-organisms. In contrast to chemical-based technologies, plasmas can be created in environmentally friendly gases, including air, thus minimizing the environmental burden of the technology, and given their broad range of antimicrobial agents it makes it difficult for bacteria to develop resistance. 40 Many of the pioneering studies reported in the literature have used plasma sources initially conceived for other applications (e.g. semiconductor processing). Notwithstanding the bactericidal properties such plasmas may possess, some of these designs suffer important limitations when it comes to implementation in practical scenarios within the food industry. Arguably, the ideal plasma source for food processing would (1) operate at atmospheric pressure to avoid the need for expensive vacuum equipment thus enabling rapid continuous in-line food processing, and (2) operate in air to avoid the inconvenience and cost of having to supply specific gases. As shown in Table 1 and Table 2 , there exist a number of different systems that operate at atmospheric pressure in air. Although other technologies exist, the most common technology used to generate low-temperature (i.e. close to room temperature) atmospheric-pressure plasmas in air is the dielectric barrier discharge (DBD). DBDs have been known for more than a century and they are widely used in many industrial applications such as in ozone generators and in plasma display panels. 41 Figure 2 shows schematics of surface, volumetric and jet dielectric barrier discharges that have been used for treating food. Surface discharges, as their name suggests, generate plasma on the surface of the dielectric, and therefore result in an indirect treatment of the food, i.e. the food is exposed only to UV light and reactive species generated in the plasma that are able to travel from the discharge itself to the food. In this type of indirect treatment, both charged species and short-lived reactive species are mainly confined to the surroundings of the dielectric and do not reach the food under treatment. On the other hand, in volumetric plasma discharges, the electrodes are separated in such a way that the plasma forms in a cavity created in between the electrodes (Figure 2b ). Food placed in this cavity would be in direct contact with the plasma, which tends to attach to the food surface. Volumetric discharges, therefore, result in a closer interaction between the plasma and the food, and in this case all the species generated in the plasma are likely to be involved in the treatment. Depending on the discharge conditions, this close interaction may not be beneficial and can lead to non-uniform treatment of the food or excessive localized heating, and therefore in some cases it is preferable that the food be indirectly exposed to the plasma by placing it adjacent rather than inside the volumetric discharge. In jet discharges, both direct and indirect treatments are possible, depending on the electrode arrangement and distance between the jet nozzle and the food under treatment. Jets provide a means of delivering a localized treatment and they typically rely on the flow of noble gases (typically He or Ar) to create a discharge channel or plume in which to the plasma forms and the precursors of reactive species (e.g. O 2 ) are either added as admixtures in the feed gas or mixed directly into the plasma plume.
A. Direct Food Treatment
Plasmas have been used to inactivate micro-organisms on seeds, grain and legumes, 24, 32, 31 plant-derived foods (see Table 1 ) as well as dairy products and meat (see Table 2 ). It is clear from the data shown in Table 1 and Table 2 that the efficacy of the plasma systems in reducing the number of viable micro-organisms varies substantially from system to system, but these systems typically achieve 1 to 5 log reductions after plasma treatments of 0.5-15 minute duration. To match the processing times typical of the food industry, which can be of the order of one item per second, plasma systems would need to be engineered to be applied in tunnels of suitable length, or at a stage in the processing line at which the effect of plasma treatment can be sustained beyond the actual plasma exposure (e.g. post packaging).Part of the variability observed in the data presented in Tables 1 and 2 can be attributed to the inherent variability of biological matter, a challenge which would have to be met were plasmas to be employed in real applications.
For experiments aimed at unravelling the mechanisms governing the interaction between bacteria and plasmas, careful preparation and elaborate protocols have been developed to yield well characterized microbial populations, 42, 43 and a number of valuable insights regarding the interaction between plasmas and bacteria have been obtained in recent years with carefully designed experiments. 44, 45, 46, 47 Attempts to extrapolate the efficacy of plasmas from carefully controlled lab experiments to that of the processing of foods would need to be done with care as variations in the condition of the substrate (i.e. the food) and the microbial population would have an impact on the overall performance of the system. The surfaces of real foods would typically be far more complex than that of the model system most frequently resorted to and comprising agar in a petri dish onto which microorganisms have been deposited. The surface topography of foods provides crevices and other surface features in which bacteria might be protected from the impacts of plasma, or indeed other, microbiocidal treatments. 109 Studies in which foodstuffs are artificially contaminated with the appropriate microorganisms are evidently more realistic, but even in such cases it would be difficult to emulate exactly the true circumstances by which foods become contaminated, and this would affect the physical condition of microorganisms at the surface and ultimately their survival. In addition the microorganisms may express different phenotypes which are determined by their environment. In short, the difficulty of creating accurate microbiological models is not confined to studies involving gas plasmas and is a common factor in the evaluation of food decontamination technologies.
B. Food Packaging and Food Processing Equipment
Packaging of all kinds provides a barrier between a particular food and the environment and should serve to prevent its contamination by organisms from the environment. Gas plasmas have been shown to sanitize packaging polymer foils, 48 aluminium foils, plastic trays and paper cups 49 and polyethylene terephthalate bottles. 50 Besides providing a barrier to prevent contamination, packaging also offers the possibility to control the environment in which a food is preserved. 51 For example N 2 -and CO 2 -rich atmospheres are often used to package fruits and vegetables in order to reduce the amount of O 2 and ethylene levels, thereby slowing down both the growth of aerobic micro-organisms and the extent of ripening. Similarly, other gases such as CO are used to preserve the red colour of meat. Prevention of spoilage in packaged food by means of a modified atmosphere does not necessarily prevent the growth of other potentially dangerous pathogens such as anaerobes. 52 In this context, plasma treatment of food in-package is a very promising development as the bactericidal properties of the plasma are delivered to both aerobic and anaerobic micro-organisms. Being already packaged, once the food is treated the chances of it becoming contaminated are greatly reduced.
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C. Performance Variability
There exists large variability in terms of the efficacy of plasma treatments (see Table 1 and Table 2 ), even among apparently very similar plasma systems. As discussed above, the biological nature of the application would undoubtedly introduce a substantial element of variability. Variability, however, is not confined solely to the biological 'target' itself; both the environment and the plasma system also contribute to this. For example, dielectric barrier discharges may operate in a non-uniform mode -even in a chaotic manner - 55 making it difficult to guarantee repeatability of treatments even with the same plasma system. As many of these devices operate in open air, environmental variations (e.g. temperature, relative humidity, air currents) can also affect the resulting plasma chemistry and its delivery. The amount of power delivered to a plasma is also sometimes hard to determine and control accurately, particularly in high frequency systems. Furthermore, depending on the design of the power supply, subtle variations in so called parasitic capacitances caused by the presence of food undergoing treatment can affect the intensity of the discharge and hence the temperature and plasma composition.
As an example, Figure 3 shows the amount of ozone generated by an atmospheric-air dielectric surface discharge in an enclosed chamber as a function of the operating frequency. The plasma is driven by a half-bridge resonant power supply, a supply with a topology in which the output voltage depends on the frequency of operation. The ozone was measured using UV absorption spectroscopy at 260nm. It can be seen from the figure that the amount of ozone generated by the plasma depends non-linearly on the frequency of operation (only data above the resonant frequency is shown as this is the preferred regime of operation for such power supplies,) 56 and that fairly small frequency variations can bring about significant variations in the amount of ozone being produced. A combination of factors is responsible for the observed variation of ozone concentration. Firstly, as the frequency is changed the plasma source can become either tuned or detuned, and therefore the voltage applied to the plasma varies. This in turn affects the power delivered to the discharge and hence the discharge temperature. Since the stability of ozone is strongly temperature-dependent, 41 the resulting changes in temperature affect ozone production and therefore higher ozone concentrations are obtained when the discharge is operated above the resonant frequency as the discharge is then less intense and cooler than at resonance. The frequency of operation for optimum ozone production would also depend on the duty cycle employed, as larger duty cycles result in greater heat generation for a given frequency of operation. Although ozone concentrations are given in Figure 3a , variations in other plasma-derived reactive species are also likely to occur with the frequency of operation and hence, small changes in the latter can bring about significant changes in plasma composition and treatment efficacy.
Furthermore, the amount of ozone present in the treatment chamber also depends on the humidity in the chamber 41 and the presence or absence of biological matter, as this would have a quenching effect on the ozone. Figure 3b shows the amount of ozone under loaded (i.e. with biological matter present) and unloaded (i.e. without biological matter) conditions for an enclosure in which a surface dielectric barrier discharge is operated. The figure shows that the presence of biological matter in the system can be quite important, and hence inactivation results will strongly depend not only on the microorganisms, the environment and the discharge conditions, but also on the surface area and composition of the food being treated. As a result, plasma systems intended for the food industry would require feedback loops to provide reliable plasma treatment.
III. UNDERLYING PHYSICO-CHEMICAL MECHANISMS
The underlying physico-chemical mechanisms that govern the interaction of gas plasmas and cells have been actively investigated in recent years, primarily in the rapidly developing field of plasma medicine. 57,58,59 Gas plasmas comprise complex mixtures of charged species, reactive species, and photons and all of these can contribute to the triggering of the elicited biological responses. In addition, synergistic effects are also possible. It is well-known, for example, that chemical etching can be enhanced by ion bombardment, resulting in etching rates much superior to those achieved separately by either chemical and physical processes. 60 Similarly, heat and UV radiation were found to interplay synergistically in the inactivation of bacteria in a N 2 /O 2 afterglow plasma. 46 Early attempts to infer the nature of the lethal effects gas plasmas were exerting against micro-organisms were based upon an analysis of the form of inactivation curves which are usually plotted in the form of the logarithm of survivors against time. 61 These curves are rarely monotonic and display two, or sometimes three, distinct phases. These accounts came to be supplemented by evidence gained from the examination of SEM images -most commonly of spores. 62 Insightful though these interpretations were, they could not be taken as providing definitive explanations in all cases of the effects of exposure of different types of micro-organism to gas plasmas.
It is now broadly accepted that in low-pressure systems UV radiation and ion bombardment play a very significant role in the inactivation process of micro-organisms, these being instrumental in DNA damage and physical etching of the cell membranes. 45, 63 At atmospheric pressure, however, ions are less energetic due to the increased collisionality against the background gas molecules and therefore physical etching due to ion bombardment is normally believed not to be significant in such plasmas. Regarding the role of UV radiation in atmospheric pressure plasmas, different results have been observed by different research groups. In some instances, UV is found to have a negligible effect when viewed against the overall microbiocidal properties of the plasma. 44 This, however, would depend on the system under consideration since the wavelength and intensity of the UV radiation produced by the plasma depends strongly on the gas composition.
Perni et al. adopted a more direct approach to unravel the physico-chemical processes underpinning the microbiocidal effects of plasmas by making use of mutants of E. coli deficient in particular genes. 64 By this method it was established that oxygen atoms were primarily responsible for cell inactivation; there being only minor contributions from UV photons, OH radicals and nitric oxide. More recently using an identical approach, Judee et al. concurred that cell inactivation occurred primarily as a result of UV photons. 65 This apparently contradicting result can be attributed both to differences in the methods used to produce the gas plasmas (He/O 2 43.5 kHz jet vs Ar microwave 2.45GHz jet), and to the state of the target organism -E. coli. In the latter study cells were in suspension, whereas in that of Perni et al the cells were in a drier state having been deposited onto the surface of filter membranes.
For most atmospheric pressure discharges, however, plasma chemistry is believed to play a key role. Although attention was primarily focused on reactive oxygen species (ROS), consideration is now turning towards reactive nitrogen species (RNS). The important biological role of these species has recently been extensively and systematically reviewed by Graves. 66 Typical ROS and RNS species that can be generated in these plasmas 70 The actual ROS/RNS cocktail composition would depend on the background gas mixture, the electron temperature and the gas temperature of the discharge. For example, low temperature plasmas with low electron temperature and reasonable air circulation, will favour ozone production over NO x .
The cell membrane was generally considered to be the primary target which suffered damage following exposure to gas plasmas leading to loss of integrity and ultimately cell death, 44 however, microarray analysis of plasma-treated E. coli cells revealed a process involving the oxidative stress response, which suggested the presence of ROS inside the cell and implied that there were cellular targets other than the cell membrane. 71 A recent review by Lackman and Bandow paints a far more complex picture involving not only disruption of the cell membrane but also etching of the cell wall, DNA damage, RNA strand breaks and oxidative damage to proteins. 72 Although reactive plasma species can interact with biomolecules and micro-organisms directly, in most practical scenarios this interaction is mediated by fluids and extracellular matrices. This has been recognized in recent years and significant steps are being taken to identify chemical species forming in this intermediate medium as a result of reactive plasma species. These intermediate chemical species, often referred to as 'secondary chemistries', 73, 74, 75 would be the ones that convey the plasma effects beyond the interface of the medium and the plasma, as the highly reactive plasma species are rapidly lost at that interface.
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IV. BEYOND MICROBIAL INACTIVATION
Whereas the primary goal in the treatment of foods with gas plasmas has largely been one of bringing about the inactivation of micro-organisms that have come to contaminate them, there is no doubt that chemical species generated by the plasma also react with the food under treatment (see for example the quenching of ozone produced by the presence of food in Figure 3b ). Therefore, foodborne microbial inactivation cannot be undertaken without consideration of what other impacts (whether positive or negative) plasma treatment would have on the food.
A. Food Quality
The earliest accounts of the use of gas plasmas to treat foods tended to neglect the impact of treatment on the quality of the treated food. Such considerations, however, are of critical importance as anything that impacts negatively on the appearance, taste or nutritional value of a food will affect its saleability. Although quantitative information remains limited, it is generally accepted that direct plasma treatments are more aggressive and can cause deleterious effects in shorter periods of time than indirect treatments. Both treatments, however, will have a negative impact on the quality of the treated food if they are applied for too long. The importance of assessing changes in the quality of the treated food has gradually come to be accepted, and recently published studies provide accounts, alongside those on log reductions of microbial burden, of the effects of treatment on various food quality attributes.
An early evaluation of the impacts of treatment was that conducted by Vleugels et al. who showed that the treatment of bell peppers did not affect their colour following treatment with gas plasmas. 39 Similar findings have been found for a wide variety of different foodstuffs. Although prolonged exposure to plasma will eventually bleach the colour of foods due to the oxidative nature of the plasma chemistry, it has proved possible to find a window of operation in which plasma treatment is applied for a time sufficient for the plasma to exert its antimicrobial properties but not too long as to damage the visual appearance of the food under treatment. Operation of a variety of different types of plasma sources have resulted in only small differences in colour in plasma treated lettuce, strawberries, pork, tomatoes and peppers. 28, 39, 78, 79, 80, 81 Interestingly, plasma treatment of fresh cut apples can delay the browning of the fruit for periods of up to 4 hours following a 15 minute plasma exposure. Although oxidation brings about the natural browning of fruit, the oxidative environments created within the plasma served primarily to inactivate the enzymes responsible for enzymatic browning. 78 Besides food colour, the texture and firmness of the product constitute another important quality attribute. Here again, under controlled plasma exposure, no statistically significant difference was found between treated and untreated samples of strawberries, cherry tomatoes or apples. 78, 80, 81 Numerous studies have confirmed that plasma treatments bring about pH changes. It is well documented, for example, that air plasma treatment of water results in an acidified medium having antimicrobial properties. 74, 82, 83 The extent of acidification depends on the composition of the plasma (in particular the amounts of nitrous and nitric acids produced in an air plasma via NO and NO 2 ) and the buffering capacity of the medium being treated. When measuring the pH of treated and untreated cherry tomatoes, Misra et al found no significant pH difference. 81 On the other hand, when treating pork samples, Frohling et al found that plasma exposure resulted in the acidification of the samples. 79, 81 Such acidification, however, is likely to be confined to the surface of the food undergoing treatment as pH measurements of homogenized plasma-treated pork samples do not show pH changes. 27 A relatively recent strategy for increasing the shelf life of fresh produce has been to subject it to a sub-lethal physical stress that induces a reaction in the produce that is protective. This phenomenon is known as "hormesis." A number of physical treatments such as dipping in hot water 84 and UV irradiation 85 have been investigated and although plasmas have the potential to influence metabolic pathways in fresh foods, 78 to date hormetic responses to plasma treatments have not been investigated. The application of hormetic treatment would require careful design to enable it to be incorporated into existing processes and procedures 86 and thought should be given to the use of gas plasmas in this regard.
B. Degradation of Allergens, Toxins and Pesticide Residues
There is evidence to suggest that the incidence of food-related allergies has increased during the last 10 to 20 years. 87 This has had consequences for the food processing industry which increasingly needs to ensure that foods that do not induce allergenic reactions do not become contaminated by allergens from foods, such as nuts, dairy products and gluten-containing foods that have become associated with the rising tide of allergies caused by foods. The need to avoid cross contamination necessitates having multiple production lines that are used exclusively for only one type of food, or alternatively, require the rigorous cleaning and decontamination of food processing equipment which typically results in a large water usage along with cleaning agents. 88 Food allergens are primarily proteins, and there is evidence that gas plasmas possess the ability to remove proteins that are tightly attached to solid surfaces. 45, 89 Prior to this, Shintani et al. demonstrated effective removal of a protein endotoxin of bacterial origin from the surface of polystyrene using gas plasma, 90 and more recently Sakudo et al.
characterised changes to proteins deposited onto solid materials. 37 Although these authors
were not investigating allergenicity, the conformational changes observed in the proteins studied were such as to suggest that treatment of surface-associated allergens could result in a significant reduction of the power of allergens to bring about their various reactions. However, there have as yet been no published accounts dealing specifically with the action of gas plasmas against adsorbed allergens, and this is clearly an area meriting investigation.
Gas plasmas have also been shown to be effective in reducing the concentration of the highly carcinogenic aflatoxin in nuts colonized by Aspergillus flavus. 21, 91 A number of foodborne micro-organisms produce heat-stable toxins that survive cooking 92 and there would be value in establishing whether gas plasmas could degrade such toxins.
Agricultural and horticultural production of crops has become dependent on the use of a variety of pesticides. Residues of the agents used for eliminating insects and fungi inevitably come to contaminate the produce treated with them, and there is rising concern about the possible effects on human health by the consumption of produce treated in this way. 93 When viewed alongside initiatives to promote increased consumption of fresh fruit and vegetables on health grounds, the potential for impact on human health could become significant, and therefore some means of decontaminating this category of foods is urgently required pending the development of strategies for developing alternative agents which are effective against their intended targets whilst posing no threat to health if consumed. Application of gas plasmas for the purposes of reducing pesticide burden has started to be investigated and has yielded some promising results. 94, 95, 96 Recently, Misra et al. reported degradation of pesticide residues on the in-package treatment of fresh produce.
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C. The Food Processing Environment
Certain types of food processing operations are associated with the production of offensive odours which can become the causes of complaints by residents living in the vicinity of such processing facilities. One such operation is the rendering of meat. 97 However, there do not appear to have been studies undertaken on odour control using gas plasmas with specific reference to the food industry. This is despite the fact that the technology has already been applied for the abatement of odours in commercial animal houses 98, 99 and in pesticide-producing facilities 100 to name just two, and therefore could readily be applied in the food industry.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK
An analysis of trends in the emergence of foodborne pathogens over the last 50 years by Newell et al. reveals a disturbing pattern and one that literally bodes ill for the future (Figure 4) . 101 This is testimony that the technologies currently available for ensuring microbial food safety have failed to keep up with the changes that have taken place over this period of time in the way that food is produced, distributed, retailed and even, eaten. 10 Not only has the number of foodborne pathogens increased over the years, but as a result of the continued centralization of the food processing industry, outbreaks have ever increasing consequences.
Changes made to the formulation of food recipes on health grounds such as reducing the salt and sugar contents of certain could well have unforeseen consequences for food safety as this would result in the removal of the protective effects that they provide (i.e. lowering of water activity and specific solute effects). 102 Moreover, the measures previously referred to which are designed to encourage increased consumption of fresh produce could backfire if the contribution to foodborne disease by fresh produce continues to increase. Demographic changes will also have implications for food safety as most illnesses affect elderly populations to a greater extend. 103 For example, listeriosis in the USA had an average fatality rate of 21% in 2011 but for those aged over 65 this rose to 58%. 13 In any event, attention certainly needs to be devoted to the foods that are most heavily implicated in the causation of foodborne disease. The consensus of opinion is that included in this category is meat and sprouted seeds. The increase in incidents of foodborne illness resulting from the consumption of fresh produce is also one that needs addressing, particularly as a number of agencies are promoting increased consumption of fresh fruit and vegetables for the benefits they provide to human health. Beside the inactivation of foodborne pathogens, plasmas can also inactivate spoilage microorganisms, thereby contributing to reducing food waste.
It would be unrealistic to assume that a single technology could bring about a reversal in the trend revealed by Figure 4 , however, the introduction of gas plasmas at strategic points in the process that starts at the farm and ends at the fork could, along with other interventions, at the very least bring about a mitigation of the situation. Various scenarios can be envisaged in which plasma treatment of foods and food processing equipment could be introduced to increase the safety of processed foods. Direct treatment of foods, e.g. fresh fruits and vegetables, as well as treatment of packaged food (e.g. wrapped chickens) and in-package food (e.g. prepared salads) are all feasible. In a processing plant, throughput as well as absence of deleterious effects would be important design considerations aspects that were overlooked in early studies but that are slowly being addressed by the community. Food processing equipment (e.g. conveyor belts or equipment used for slicing foods) constitute a less demanding application than the food itself as in this case, the plasma could be permitted to reach temperature and conditions that would be deleterious to food but that would be tolerated by equipment.
There is a huge diversity in the types of gas plasmas that have been employed to investigate microbial inactivation and it is difficult, if not impossible, to compare results from different sources, even when identical species of micro-organism have been employed. In order to enable valid comparisons of plasma microbiocidal efficacy, adoption of a universally agreed microbiological standard, for example spores of Bacillus subtilis prepared according to carefully laid out protocols, would alleviate this problem. 43 The variability reported in the literature, however, is not only attributable to statistical changes in biological matter but it also reflects the influences of environment and discharge operating conditions. It would be possible, however, to engineer control systems to mitigate the effects of these environmental changes and improve the repeatability of the plasma treatment to a level acceptable for use in an industrial setting.
Besides the microbiocidal effect, plasmas can also potentially be used to degrade allergens, toxins and pesticide residues on foods. Further understanding of the underlying mechanisms, identification of degradation products and assessment of biochemical changes in the food itself are, however, required before the technology can be safely applied by the food industry. Whilst this work has considered the food industry at large scale, there is also scope for small scale de-centralized processing units as, for example, substantial cumulative amount of food waste occurs at lower scales of food preparation ranging from institutional kitchens and restaurants. Could gas plasmas have a role to play in the home?
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